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About This Game

Dwarf Tower is a turn-based tactics game of tower building and spellcasting. Each turn you develop your tower by placing
blocks, constructing rooms, and play various spells. Your tower can have Libraries (store spells), Crystals (generate mana),

Dwarf Dwellings (give you dwarves to repair the tower) and some other rooms. The crucial room is Archmage's Chamber. It's
position is hidden from enemy and you must protect it at all costs, or you will lose. Room scheme is very important: the higher
you place it, the more powerful it gets. Higher tower gets tremendous advantage over the lower one. But beware of Lightning

strike! It can start a fire that will destroy the whole tower in several turns, so keep Dwarf Firefighters ready. Some rooms work
much better underground, but there is a risk of flood! The overall goal of the game match is to destroy the enemy's Archmage's

Chambers by crushing, burning or flooding it. It's not that simple however, because enemy will do his best to destroy your
Archmage at the same time!

The game features single player mode against the computer as well as multiplayer mode. You can challenge your friends right
now.

Think of Sea Battle, mixed with some Worms fun, and Faster Than Light room management. Add beautiful pixel-art graphics,
animation, and wonderful music from Kevin MacLeod.
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dwarf tower shield. dwarf italian cypress tiny tower. dwarf tower steam. dwarf fortress tower cap. tiny tower dwarf italian
cypress tree. dwarf fortress guard tower. tiny tower dwarf alberta spruce. dwarf fortress create tower. silver dwarf tower of god.
playmobil dwarf tower. tiny tower dwarf cypress. dwarf cypress tiny tower. dwarf fortress tower neighbor. dwarf fortress tower
embark. dwarf tower defense. dwarf fortress execution tower. slayer tower dwarf cannon. tower dwarf fortress. dwarf fortress
archer tower. necromancy tower dwarf fortress. dwarf cannon slayer tower. dwarf fortress adventure tower. dwarf fortress
human tower. spellforce dwarf tower. dwarf hamster digging tower. dwarf tower of mirage. dwarf fortress tower cap farm.
dwarf fortress tower. dwarf tower ios

Music is relaxed and nice to listen too.
Graphics are minimalistic but working.

Gameplay is ... boring. Not because I dislike turnbased strategy (in fact I love that, and it was the reason for me to get this
game). The problem with this game is that I as a player have next to zero alternatives.

Every turn I am dealt a hand of build and attack cards (I cant edit my deck). From this hand I can chose to build some rooms (3
different kinds), fill them with furniture (crystal, dwelling, library and very rarely a mirror) and load up the build rooms with
repair and attack-cards.

And here comes the point where the game falls flat. When dealt room cards you always play them, because there is no incentive
not too (as rooms are your hitpoints, due to many unaimed attacks the maxime here is "bigger is better). The furniture gives me
at least a litle tactial decisionmaking, as higher / lower placed rooms are more effective (store more spells) but are prone to
some spells attacking from above (lightning) or from below (flood).

The spells are a no-brainer, as you usually store them all and fire them all, because why not? There is NO incentive not to use an
attack, as storeing them yields you no benefit.

All in all the game is as tactical as throwing dice. If the game gives you good attacks you win, if not you lose. Plain, simple,
boring.. Total garbage that doesn't work.. This game does not have very many complex mechanics and feels unfinished. Even
the tutorial is bugged (as of now) and impossible to complete. So, without information, you wade in against the AI and the game
is over in a matter of minutes, either in your favor or against it. It just doesn't feel very substantial at the moment and victory
feels hollow when it seems like sheer randomness determines the victor.. it's like if Dwarf Fortress was a card game and was
about destroying another dwarf fortress

its really addictive and fun

its a lil bit simplistic but I love it a load. It could be very nice game but...
1. I am unable to loose with AI - never lost single game!
2. Play time is to short I am able to beat AI very very early.
3. Multiplayer - missing players unable to find anyone who plays.

It could be very nice game if not above issues.
If you can buy this for 1 USD then I advice you to try it because its fun ... but not challange.
. Decent Game Nice to play when you have small amounts of time or no wifi! Can be a lot of fun at times I recommended that
you try out and I hope they add new content!. The multiplayer aspect of the game is broken to the point it is unplayable right
now. I used to play multiplayer all the time but now its completely broken. I really hope that the devs fix it or give a beta code to
the old, unbroken version. The new features are nice but I need the ability to play multiplayer, the AI couldnt outwit a blind, one
armed, one legged donkey on a large amount of drugs. Amazing game though, dont get me wrong, I just cant reccomend it right
now.

EDIT: Thank you, beautiful game once more.. Nothing compels me to give this game any more of my time, I cut my losses so
should you. ♥♥♥♥.

Too much useless♥♥♥♥♥♥to learn for a game that doesnt even seem interesting :/
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My friend and I played a round of this. I mainly stayed close to the ground, and off in the distance, I could see his tower ever
reaching to the heavens. And then, just as he was satisfied with it's size, I ran up and blew the bottom most portion out from
under it causing the whole thing to fall on him and kill him.

10/10 would destroy their friend's dreams again.. I love the game, but I had one problem: currently, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO
FIND AN ONLINE MATCH. This is more of a user-created problem, and I think that more people should play this game. For
the benifit of studio, players, and that guy who bought the game.. Pros:
+ Concept is great, building up in the air and down in the earth, while still trying to prepare for a fallback in case of a fire is
great.
+ While your tower expands, so does your options. This game is great at training you to make the best of the resources at hand.
+ There's a good range of both abilities, but also items (\/dwarves) that can counter those abilities. It leaves many opportunities
to turn the game by moving your most crucial assets around, extinguishing fires, pumping out water, etc.

Cons:
- Not very original music, gets annoying quite fast (which is of course entirely subjective)
- No options menu whatsoever (including the possibility to turn off the music (I'm looking at you, devs)).
- Unfortunately, the multiplayer seems to be abandoned. It is probably best reccomended to play the game with some friends,
since (even with the randomized aspects), after some time, I can imagine it will get a bit repetitive.
- Fires will \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you up.

All in all, I recommend the game for those of you who likes having to deal with the worst situation the best you can. With the
missing options and died out multiplayer, I would normally not recommend it, but at the price of 2,99, it still have had more
than enough replay value to make it worth my while.

\/\/First review. Thanks for reading.\/\/. Potentionally a good game, but not ready for release yet.
Single player mode is completely boring. AI is terrible, hardly even attacks and the defense tends to be fairly obvious.
I saw one person online once, started a game, and a couple turns in it the match reset, then froze up.

Some minor grievances with the view of your opponent. Its annoying have to look 'behind' my tower.
The widescreen bars effect that pops up whenever you select a card is also annoying when your tower is more than a few levels.
I don't need to see the description of every card's effects every single time forever! That only needs to be in tutorial.

With some further development, this could be a very fun, quick game. The idea is good, and the basic elements are good, but as
is its less challenging and less stimulating than solitaire. I want to have enjoy it, but as is (in single player), it hardly matters what
you do, you'll win.. Bought the combo pack and this game ruined my friendship, best game ever 10/10 would play again doge
doge best meme 2388. First Impressions:

The game is fairly enjoyable, though there are clearly some issues that still need worked out. For starters, there is no options
menu. There IS an in-game options menu though it is sparse, not to mention that the music toggle does not work (I had to turn
the sound down/off via my desktop audio mixer). There's also no difficulty setting, though there is a sandbox and tutorial mode
to help you get acclimated to the various rooms and their abilities. The game itself is a mix of strategy and luck as the cards
(rooms/abilities) you are dealt every turn appear to be random, though you do have to give some thought as to where they should
go. Crystals provide more mana and libraries hold more spells the higher up they are placed, for example. All in all, a great
"filler" game and worth the $3...though like I said, it isn't perfect in terms of implementation and functionality.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY3pzzc0lss

1.3 A big update is here!:

 new underground "suprises" (marked by "?" signs): can be either good or bad (use The Eye to reveal the contents or take
the risk!)

 Turkish translation (you can add translation to your language as well: contact us)
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 non-default stats in the Deck Editor screen are now shown in red

 the lose reason is now stated after the game ends

 the Doorbreaker spell is now reflected

 minor fixes (included the previously unavailable achievements)

. Fixed Crashes:
A small update has been filed.

Hopefully, the Doorbreaker spell should cause no more issues.

Please report any bugs related.. The First Update:
Hello Dwarf Tower fans! Thank you all for your interest in our game!

Here is our first minor update:

we fixed the tutorial

several crashes has been exterminated

overal network game stability improved

music support on Windows XP significantly improved

the Reflector room is now unlocked by default (no Facebook liking required)

What next? We are working hard to integrate Steam SDK so you can play with your friends via Steam!
Stay tuned!. Trading cards!:
Looks like we forgot to release trading cards withthe game. Now this has been fixed!

Drop rate is fairly fast, enjoy!. Want to test our Achievements?:
Dear friends!
We're polishing up a new update for Dwarf Tower that finally includes achievements. If you wish to check them out right now,
you can participate in our beta access program.

To enable beta mode for Dwarf Tower, right click it in your Library -> Properties -> BETAS -> enable beta.

Achievements can only be unlocked in online multiplayer!. Dwarven Skykeep:
Wanna see some Dwarves in Towers?
We are pleased to announce the Dwarf Tower sequel Dwarven Skykeep! If you like Dwarf Tower, you'll certainly love this!
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Please follow us on social networks to follow the development (see the end of the post)!

It's a tactical game, devoted to tower building and spellcasting. You are going to receive a real magical Tower inhabited by
Dwarves under you command.

Each day you can build blocks, place rooms and play spells. And you will spend nights repelling Goblin invasions.
The tower has Libraries (which store spells), Crystals (generate mana), Breweries (if you ever run out of Beer, Dwarves will get
upset and leave) and many other rooms.

Room positioning is extremely important. You need to avoid landslides, prevent floods and keep Library away from fire. And
last but not least: fight Mushrooms tirelessly!

There are no wrong decisions in the game. Try different tactics. Nothing can prevent you from putting everything upside down.
Build a well-defended underground bunker, a graceful tower or even a flying fortress.

Subscribe to follow the news. There will be a lot of cool pixel art!
To be released in 2019 for PC/Mac!

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DwarvenSkykeep/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DSkykeep
VK: https://vk.com/dwarvenskykeep
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